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Options for Engaging Readers

Options for Engaging Readers
Here are eight examples of ways you can begin your argument to entice readers. You might also use these 
options to provide a context for your argument, as appropriate. Later, you will add a thesis statement to 
stake a claim.

1. Example or statement: Providing examples or statements helps readers to better understand your 
topic. For example, a paper about recycling might begin this way: “Many shoppers are entering 
Walmart, Safeway, and even clothing stores like Macy’s with reusable bags under their arms. When 
people receive packages from companies, items are often encased in environmentally friendly 
products rather than those that they cannot recycle.”

2. Anecdote or incident: You can begin your paper with a brief engaging story or incident that 
happened, like this example from the article “Science Lags as Health Problems Emerge Near Gas 
Fields” by Abraham Lustgarten and Nicholas Kusnetz. The claim for this paper centered on opposing 
fracking: “On a summer evening in June 2005, Susan Wallace-Babb went out into a neighbor’s 
field near her ranch in Western Colorado to close an irrigation ditch. She parked down the rutted 
double-track, stepped out of her truck into the low-slung sun, took a deep breath and collapsed, 
unconscious. A natural gas well and a pair of fuel storage tanks sat less than a half mile away. Later, 
after Wallace-Babb came to and sought answers, a sheriff’s deputy told her that a tank full of gas 
condensate—liquid hydrocarbons gathered from the production process—had overflowed into 
another tank. The fumes must have drifted toward the field where she was working, he suggested.”

3. Quote: You can begin your paper with a salient and interesting quote from a famous individual or 
someone you know or an excerpted quote from a poem or song. Remember to punctuate it properly 
with quotation marks to indicate you are using someone else’s words and not your own. Additionally, 
include a proper citation and adhere to MLA style format guidelines. Example: “Fracking threatens 
the air we breathe, the water we drink, the communities we love, and the climate on which we 
depend” (Food and Water Watch, n.d.).

4. Dialogue: Dialogue between two or three people, or even internal dialogue to indicate what a writer 
is thinking, can interest readers if it is done right. Think about whether or not sharing dialogue will 
engage your audience and consider using this way to start your paper. Remember to punctuate 
the dialogue correctly, and as always, cite your sources using proper formatting. Use a separate 
paragraph for each speaker.

5. Definition: Beginning with the definition of an unknown word or term, or providing a definition that 
might give readers a new impression of the word, can attract their attention. Example: “Hydraulic 
fracturing, or ‘fracking,’ is an extreme drilling process used to recover oil and natural gas from deep 
underground. The process uses a toxic cocktail of water, sand, and hundreds of chemicals injected 
downward and horizontally at incredible pressures to fracture shale rock and release the fossil fuels 
within” (Kaucheck, 2013). For an argument paper, this definition includes some precise words that leave 
an unfavorable impression of this practice, thus setting up readers for the claim against fracking.

6. Questions: Interest your readers and provide context for your paper by presenting a few provocative 
questions. Example: “What would the environment look like if people treated it like their home? 
Would they toss cigarette butts on their living room carpet? Would they stomp on a half-full can of 
soda in their kitchen? Would they put a factory pipe that emits harmful chemicals in their bedroom?”

7. Opposing view: Sometimes it is worthwhile to begin a paper with the opposition, then segue 
briefly into why this is not accurate. Later in the paper, writers can go more deeply into reasons and 
evidence for this counterargument.

8. Fact or statistic: You may also choose to begin your paper with an unusual fact or data that would 
draw in the reader and make your audience want to keep reading. Find and include eye-opening facts 
and information that would interest readers. 

• It takes approximately one million years for a glass bottle to break down at the landfill.

• Recycling just one glass bottle saves enough energy to light a one-hundred-watt light bulb for 
four hours, power a computer for thirty minutes, or power a television for twenty minutes. 

• Americans use four million plastic bottles every hour, yet only one bottle out of four is recycled. 
(Washington State Department of Ecology, n.d.)
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